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In a society driven by celebutante news and myspace profiles, women of class,
style and charm are hard to come by. The Audrey and Katharines of the world
continue to lose their luster as thongs, rehab and outrageous behavior burn up
the daily headlines. But, despite appearances, guys still want a girl they can take
home to their mom, employers still like to see a tailored suit and peers still
respect classy conduct. So is it possible to maintain old fashioned virtues in a
modern world without looking like a starchy Amish grandma? Christy shows
women how in this guide to glamorous style, professional success and true
love...the classy way. Full of fun assignments, notable names and real-life
examples, Christy offers a new look at seemingly "old fashioned" advice. She
covers diet, speech, work ethic, friends, relationships, manners, makeup, and
fashionable yet modest clothing, showing modern ladies how they can be
beautiful, intelligent and fun while retaining values and morals.
Make learning lots of fun with this book packed with puzzles to help children
develop.
Freedom’s Slave is the exhilarating end to Heather Demetrios’s Dark Caravan
Cycle—a modern jinni fantasy-adventure trilogy, which Publishers Weekly called “an
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intricate and smartly written story,” perfect for fans of Laini Taylor's Daughter of Smoke
& Bone series and Leigh Bardugo's Grisha Trilogy. After three long years in exile, Nalia
is ready to return to her homeland and sit on the throne that is rightfully hers. But the
gods might have other plans. Forced to endure untold horrors on the journey to Arjinna,
Nalia learns that it will take more than cutting down the tyrant Calar to get her crown.
Meanwhile, Raif’s return to Arjinna as the commander of the revolution against Calar
and her army isn’t as smooth as he’d hoped. Though he has more soldiers than ever
before, his love for Nalia is losing him the trust of his comrades . . . and the war. But
little does the resistance know that insurrection is brewing among Calar’s own
ranks—and from the one person she trusts the most. Is Nalia and Raif’s enduring love
enough to transform and rescue their homeland? Will they be willing to save the realm,
no matter the cost?
For fans of Laini Taylor’s Daughter of Smoke and Bone series and Leigh Bardugo’s
Grisha Trilogy comes the first book in the Dark Caravan Cycle, a modern fantasyadventure trilogy about a gorgeous, fierce eighteen-year-old jinni who is pitted against
two magnetic adversaries, both of whom want her—and need her—to make their wishes
come true. Nalia is a jinni of tremendous ancient power, the only survivor of a coup that
killed nearly everyone she loved. Now in hiding on the dark caravan—the lucrative jinni
slave trade between Arjinna and Earth, where jinn are forced to grant wishes and obey
their human masters’ every command—she’d give almost anything to be free of the
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golden shackles that bind her to Malek, her handsome, cruel master, and his lavish
Hollywood lifestyle. Enter Raif, the enigmatic leader of Arjinna’s revolution and Nalia’s
sworn enemy. He promises to release Nalia from her master so she can return to her
ravaged homeland and free her imprisoned brother. There’s just one catch: for Raif’s
unbinding magic to work, Nalia must gain possession of her bottle . . . and convince the
dangerously persuasive Malek that she truly loves him.
This series provides a sharp, edgy look at the hot topics interesting girls today. The
topics are presented in a dynamic way to make them accessible to readers of all
abilities. The books include real-life stories, case studies, diaries, and letters to engage
readers.
Blood Passage is the electrifying second book in the Dark Caravan Cycle—a modern
jinni fantasy-adventure trilogy from author Heather Demetrios, perfect for fans of Laini
Taylor's Daughter of Smoke and Bone series and Leigh Bardugo's Grisha Trilogy.
When Nalia arrives in Morocco to fulfill Malek's third and final wish, she's not expecting
it to be easy. Especially because Malek isn't the only one after Solomon's sigil, an
ancient magical ring that gives its wearer the power to control the entire jinn race. Nalia
has also promised to take Raif, leader of the jinn revolution, to its remote location.
Though Nalia is free of the bottle and shackles that once bound her to Malek as his
slave, she's in more danger than ever before and no closer to rescuing her imprisoned
brother. Meanwhile, Malek's past returns with a vengeance, and his well-manicured
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facade crumbles as he confronts the darkness within himself; and Raif must decide
what's more important: his love for Nalia or his devotion to the cause of Arjinnan
freedom.
The relation of slavery to Brazil's economic and social history has long fascinated researchers.
Zephyr Frank focuses on nineteenth-century Rio de Janeiro, where almost half of the city's
residents labored as slaves of diverse owners in a complex urban setting. Slavery persisted in
the Brazilian city, in part, because it was entrenched among upwardly mobile entrepreneurs
who hired their slaves out for wages, employed them in family businesses, and bought and
sold them for profit. Changes in the institution of slavery and the economy of the city gradually
limited access to slaves, constricting avenues of social mobility for slaveholders and
transforming the lives of the slaves themselves. Frank uses the experiences of one person,
Antonio José Dutra, as an example of a middling urban slaveholder. Dutra, a former slave
himself, owned thirteen slaves whom he employed in his barbering business and musical
band. Dutra's story is part of the larger picture Frank paints of those who owned slaves, how
they fit into the social and economic development of Brazil, and what slaves and their owners
did as slavery rose and then gradually declined in Rio de Janeiro. Frank traces social mobility,
race, class, and slaveholding patterns, basing his analysis on inheritance records. Rich in
detail, these records reveal layers of historical meaning regarding the accumulation of wealth,
social mobility, family ties, and the social and cultural practices surrounding death.
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